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The Language Drawer – a Competence-Oriented Model for Teachers of Gifted Students 

The model language drawer focusses on different aspects of very gifted learners in the area of 
first language. How can these learners profit in a competence-oriented way? And how do we 
train our students in the teacher training college to work in this field? 

Often these gifted children are given a lot of tasks to develop, for example, writing an essay or 
preparing a presentation about one subject of interest. Mostly teachers would call it a research 
project.  

What is lacking is mostly the continuous support by the teacher. Often the gifted students re-
ceive some books and are told to work by themselves or have to fill in some paper, where they 
are asked what questions they want to answer by «research». If the focus is on developing 
competences, this support should not only be giving goals and checking the work that has to be 
done by a certain time. The support also always has to concern the subject. For example, the 
teacher has to know something about Indo-Germanic language development if a gifted stu-
dent works on the differences between Icelandic and German. The teacher also has to know 
more about the ways of finding information and about using electronic devices (for instance, if 
the students want to conduct an interview). To sum up the gifted students need an expert who 
can help in developing different competences. 

In the process of learning, these gifted students want to have and deserve the support of an 
expert in the field of research – the teacher. The language drawer points this out and shows 
new aspects of supporting gifted children in the area of first language by giving ideas of differ-
ent areas of language and also by developing good examples of competence-oriented tasks for 
gifted students.  

The presentation shows how we support our future teachers to develop these competence-
oriented skills.  
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